Intracellular pattern reversal in Tetrahymena thermophila. I. Evidence for reverse intercalation in unbalanced doublets.
Homopolar doublets of Tetrahymena thermophila possess two sets of similar cell surface structures, the most prominent of which are the complex and asymmetrical oral apparatuses. These initially are located on opposite surfaces of the duplex cell, but tend to shift so that they are no longer directly opposite each other. The two sets of oral structures are then separated by one wider and one narrower arc of cell surface. When one arc becomes sufficiently narrow, a new third oral apparatus with partially reversed internal asymmetry frequently becomes interposed between the two preexisting oral apparatuses, always within the narrower arc. After this happens, the reliability of development of new oral structures, particularly of the interposed ones, is reduced. Contractile vacuole pores, typically present within both arcs of homopolar doublets, tend to disappear from the narrower arcs. This anomalous partial triplet condition appears to be a transient intermediate stage in the reversion of homopolar doublets to normal singlets. We interpret the interposition of a transient third oral system in doublets that are regulating toward the singlet state as being a consequence of reverse intercalation of new positional values subsequent to excessive crowding of the preexisting positional values. This interpretation is an adaptation of the shortest-distance intercalation rule of the polar coordinate model applied in an intracellular and morphallactic context.